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Applied Railway Technology 

 AEbt—Railway Know How made in Germany 

 We are a company of engineering consultants which is closely involved in the very  
             Complex procedures to furnish safety proofs, verification and homologation for roling  
             stocks and infrastructure throughout Europe. Our aim is a safe, reliable and economic 
             railway system. You and your aims are in the focus of all our actions. As a reliable and 
             Powerful partner, we always achieve optimum results for you. Due to our long-time  
             experience in railway business, we cann prepare working packages which you can  
             schedule and calculate. 

AEbt Inspection body    AEbt Academy 
 

  DeBo (designated, delegated body)    Seminars  

  AsBo (Assessment body)      Trainings 

         Workshops  
 

AEbt—Test center     ERC NoBo 
(accredited to EN 17025)   
 
Proofing      TSI 

Tests      ECM 

Service   

 

AEbt Angewandte Eisenbahntechnik GmbH ( Applied Railway Technology) 
Adam-Klein-Strasse 26 I D-90428 Nuremberg I Germany 
Tel.: +49 911 520 992-181 I Fax: +49 911 520 992-10 
www.aebt.eu I vertrieb@aebt.de  

Reach your goals with us simply and safely!          www.aebt.eu 
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 Dear readers, members and friends of Railway Cluster for Southeast Europe (RCSEE),  

Good and modern transport infrastructure is essential precondition for constant develop-

ment of economy and export of goods of a country. For several years now, in our region we 

see a number of planned and initiated road and railway infrastructure projects that should 

fix current, very bad condition that limits business activities and possibilities for increased 

regional exchange of goods. 

Speaking of railway infrastructue, there are a lot of activities in the region. Here we have 

some of largest railway projects in Europe, but also many projects concerning revitalization and 

overhaul of certain sections throughout the region, which is commendable.  

However, I wish to say, that when generally speaking about transport 

infrastructure, it is less important how much is being done, than what is 

the quality of the final product. And we all know we have a significant de-

ficit of quality of works, which is very important considering that for each 

project countries in the region enter into debts from international credi-

tors.  

Recently I participated on a discussion panel in Belgrade on transport and 

energy as an axis of cooperation between EU and Balkans (page 12). I used the occasion to openly 

say that without regional cooperation we will bury domestic economy. Resident businessmen in  the 

region, before all, realize the fact that they are directed to develop current and future mutual coope-

ration, as that is the only way they will have increased chances of participating in resident projects, 

as well as on third markets. Speaking of private sector, compared to the public, companies know they 

have to produce quality in order to survive on the market. 

Concerning non-European markets, our Cluster can provide concrete assistance to its members 

through PERES project, in which RCSEE partners with four other large European railway cluster. To 

this end, we will have new activities in the fall with the goal of assisting you in reaching largest non-

European markets. So, be an active, not passive member in our Cluster. In the end, we are there to 

assist you whenever possible. 

Kindest regards, 

Milan Vučković 
RCSEE Director 
Editor in chief SEE RAIL Perspective   

 

 

Word from the editor and RCSEE director:  

More important than „how much“ is the quality of what is being built 
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                B&H 
                  

 

The Guardian: Sarajevo - Mostar railway among the prettiest in the world 

May, Sarajevo, B&H:  According to the Railways of the Federation of Bosnia and Herzegovina internet portal, British 

Guardian listed Bosnia and Herzegovina among 18 countries in the world where you can experience the best adventure 

of travel by train.  

Side by side with the picturesque railways of Sicily, Corsica, Norway, Zambia, Mexico, Tibet and Peru, Sarajevo—Mostar 

railway, 129 km long, was among the prettiest railways sections. 

“Last summer, after two years of reconstruction, Sarajevo—Mostar railway line was reopened, with air conditioned 

trains. Ticket price is excellent, and the trip is characterized by wonderful landscape, especially through the valley of 

Neretva river. While the road goes through the basin, train goes over the mountains by viaducts, tunnels and climbing 

and descending railway lines” says the text.  

It also adds that the ticket price is 5 GBP for two hours trip.  
 

Children from Derventa visited Railways of Republic of Srpska 

May, Doboj:   Majority of the third year students of “19th April” primary school from Derventa never traveled by train, 

but the single day visit to Railways of Republic of Srpska provided them with an opportunity to learn most important 

things on and concerning railways.  

- Children learn about railway traffic, so we came up with an idea to visit Doboj train station and see how it all works in 

practice – said Lepa Vulin, teacher and head of excursion of pupils from Derventa. 

Students listened to the explanations of Svetislav Savić, who explained to them the jobs of railway personnel, after 

which the students immitated the job of dispatcher by whistling and giving signals to trains. Other students also showed 

an interest in trains, and have carefully listened to Savic's directions and suggestions on what is most important on the 

railways. They visited offices of Doboj train station, and everyone was interested in trying out the railway cap.  Kolskog 

ureda u Doboju  

- Even though they are still young, I hope they will remember advices concerning their safety. We introduced them to 

the most important things in this short time. This is one of the visits that primary school students practice recently—

says Svetislav Savic. Pupils left Doboj train station filled with impressions and knowledge of railway traffic that Doboj is 

known for.   

 

    

 

  

 

       Photo: Željeznice Republike Srpske 
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Debate “What kind of railway do we want?” organized by Pro Rail Alliance in Zagreb 

May, Zagreb:  Debate, held in the premises of Croatian Employers Association, gathered over 150 experts from the 

sector, scientific institutions and industry, in order to reach the answer to the posed question. Organizer of the debate 

was Pro Rail Alliance,  which marks its 10-year anniversary, with partners from Croatian Chamber of Economy (HGK) and 

Croatian Employers Association (HUP),  under the patronage of the Croatian President, Ms. Kolinda Grabar Kitanovic  and 

the Ministry of Maritime Affairs, Transport and Infrastructure.  Silver sponsors of the debate where CR Infrastructure, 

ALTPRO, Pruzne Gradjevine Ltd and Koncar-KET, and bronze sponsors  were Croatian Railways Passenger Transport, RZV 

Cakovec, Rail Cargo Carrier Croatia, CR Infrastructure Trade Union and Trade Union of Railway Workers of Croatia.  

Goal of the debate was improving communication between public sector, railway companies, new operators, industry 

and education, raising awareness of the importance of railways and focus on the users of railway transport. President of 

Pro Rail Alliance Zoran Marsic thanked the sponsors, President Grabar Kitanovic and the Ministry of Maritime Affairs, 

Transport and Infrastructure for recognizing the importance of this topic, as well as HUP and HGK who, as provided assis-

tance in organizing the event. He specially thanked the partners who once again supported the activities .  

“The  debate was organized on the topic of strategy and restructuring, as the new phase of railway sector restructuring is 

in progress, which lasts since 1995 with changing results. Croatian Government recently adopted a Program of Reforms, 

part of which refers to the railway sector. This is a right time to share useful experiences and best practice examples with 

stakeholders, discuss possibilities of restructuring and, most importantly, receive feedback on what kind of railway our 

users want” said Marsic.   

 

From Airport to Split by train 

 April, Split: Roundtable was held in the Regional  Chamber of Economy Split on the development of railway infrastruc-

ture in the region, organized by Croatian Association of Railway Engineers, City of Split, Regional Chamber of Economy 

and CR Passenger Transport, with the support of the regional government. It was concluded that the transport system 

of wider city region of Split, which includes the cities of Solin, Kastela and Trogir, should be raised to a higher level of 

quality by improving integrated transport, and modernization and construction of train stops as a foundation for fast 

city rail. Also, an intermodal terminal should be constructed in Kopilica, joint stop for bus and railway transport. Partici-

pants concluded how Split should become first city in Croatia whose airport is connected to the city center by railway. 

    

  CROATIA 
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Serbian Railways Infrastructure performs works on 

Stara Pazova - Novi Sad railway 

May, Belgrade:  Serbian Railways Infrastrucutre cur-

rently performs works on Stara Pazova - Novi Sad rail-

way, worth 248 million USD, and works on the tunnel 

through Fruska Gora and the construction of viaduct, 

worth additional 350 mil USD.   

Main contractor of these works is Russian “RŽD 

International”.  Representatives of this company claim 

that this section is extremely demanding. That is why, 

they say, best experts from Russia came to Serbia, and 

300 workers  are accompanied by 300 technical units. 

Two camps have been built on the entrance and exit of 

the future tunnel, with two concrete factories. They also 

add that works are performed according to European 

standards. Deutsche Bahn is engaged as supervisor, 

Dutch company Ricardo Rail is in charge of 

certification... All has been undertaken in order to 

assure compliance to the EU standards. 

- On April 16 works began on open rail Stara Pazova – 

Novi Sad. Value of works is 248 mil USD, and the 

deadline is 48 months. Hardest section, tunnel through 

Fruska Gora, is being constructed since August 2017, 

and viaduct from September 29 of the same year. 

Deadline for construction of both tubes, 1.1 km long 

each and viaduct 2.9 km in length is 52 months, and 

value is 350 mil USD—said Miroljub Jevtic, Director 

General of Serbian Railway Infrastrucuture for Belgrade 

daily „Politika“  

Number of readers reacted critically to the text. Among 

them, one is particularly noticeable which discusses offi-

cial deadlines: “Did anyone pay any attention to the 

deadlines? They are not really impressive, 48 months 

and 52 months. That is 5 years. That is 60 kilometers. 

When will that railway reach Budapest? With this dy-

namics, in some ten years…” 

  SERBIA 

Serbian Railway Infrastructure began overhaul of 

Požarevac - Majdanpek railway in May 

May, Belgrade:  Serbian Railway Infrastructure began 

works on overhaul of Požarevac - Majdanpek railway on 

May 21, total length of 90 km. Deadline for these works 

is 180 days. Serbian Railways Infrastructure will carry 

out these works on their own, using own equipment and 

personnel, as a part of regular railway maintenance. 

Works will include change of rails, sleepers and ballast, 

as well as foundation. Overhaul will use materials gained 

through repair of railways from the Corridor X. Remain-

ing materials will be purchased by funds gained from 

sale of scrap iron by Infrastructure, which was not done 

in the past four years. Požarevac – Majdanpek railway is 

in very difficult condition today. The railway is a single-

track and was constructed in 1938. Until today, only cer-

tain sections of this railway have been repaired, in a to-

tal length of 40 km, and even that was done in 1991. 

Due to that, on 50 km of this rail train speed is only 10 

to 20 km/h, and on the remaining 40 km allowed train 

speed is 50 km/h. 

Effects of the overhaul are extremely noticeable. 

Duration of train trip will be reduced from 4 hours it is 

today to 75 minutes, and the axle load will be increased 

from 16 to 22.5 tonnes.    

 

Foto: “Infrastructure Serbian Railways ” 
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Eight new Siemens Locomotives arrive in 2019 

May, Belgrade: Serbian national railway cargo operator, 

Serbia Cargo purchased eight multi-system locomotives 

Srbija from Siemens AG Austria for almost 32 mil EUR. Vice

-president of the government, Zorana Mihajlovic noted 

that it is the first purchase of state-of-the-art locomotives 

after more than 30 years. 

Funds were secured from EBRD credit. New multisystem 

locomotives will be delivered by the end of March 2019, 

and Mihajlovic states that it is much faster than originally 

planned. 

Mihajovic, after the representatives of Serbia Cargo and 

Siemens signed the agreement, said that through this pur-

chase Serbia obtains comparative advantage in the region. 

– Serbia will be the only country in the region to have this 

modern multi-system locomotives – said Mihajlovic, and 

emphasizes that Serbia gains advantage in the Transport 

Community itself, that was founded with seat in Belgrade. 

The contract on purchase of new locomotives were signed 

by the Acting Director General of Serbia Cargo Dusan Gari-

bovic and the representatives of Siemens company Tech-

nical Director of Mobility Group Karl Strasser and the Com-

mercial Director of the group, Novak Gelter. 

Garibovic stated that the signing of the agreement is a 

very important event that Serbian railways have been 

waiting for years, and that the new locomotives will solid-

ify leadership position of Serbia in the region. He stated 

that the goal is optimal 3,000 wagons and 80 electric and 

diesel locomotives. 

He announced that in the following four to five years, Ser-

bia Cargo will invest more than 50 mil EUR from own 

funds for overhaul of diesel and electric locomotives that 

will use reconstructed and modernized railways. 

Serbian railways, he says, was and is a part of European 

railway, and purchase of new multisystem locomotives 

will place it on the railway map of Europe. 

Director General of Siemens, Udo Eichlinger, said that the 

contract with Serbia Cargo is very important for that com-

pany and is a stepping stone for upcoming activities in Ser-

bia, including the activities planned in Kragujevac. 

With new locomotives you will be able to travel from 

Thessaloniki to Europe by rail – said Eichlinger and added 

that it is his personal wish to be present during the deliv-

ery of new multi-system locomotives to Serbia. 

Multisystem Vectron locomotives fulfil European stan-

dards concerning environment protection, noise, energy 

saving and are very adaptable. They are equipped with 

national train control systems, and will also be equipped 

with ETCS. They will be produced in Siemens factory in 

Munich. 

To this day, Siemens sold over 500 of its Vectron 

locomotives in a total of 17 countries, to 32 different 

byers. Whole Vectron fleet traversed over 75 million km. 

 SERBIA 
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Slovenian railways invest last year's profits 

into new passenger cars 

April Ljubljana: Supervisory board of Slovenian Rail-

ways decided to exchange old passenger cars with new 

ones, thanks to the improved results in the previous 

business year. Value of new wagons will amount to 169 

mil EUR, which will provide Slovenia with most modern 

passenger car fleet in the region. This is not surprising, 

considering that previous year saw income of 516 mil 

EUR, 2.1% better than in the previous period. Net profit 

amounted to 29 mil EUR, which is 16% better com-

pared to the previous year. Financial obligations of this 

company reduced by 36% in 2017 compared to 2016, 

or 89 mil EUR.  

Due to the stated reasons, Supervisory board of the 

company decided to purchase 25 new passenger cars. 

Chosen supplier should be Stadler company.  

Main reason for this purchase is the age of current 

wagons on main railways and plan to significantly 

increase number of passengers. More precisely, by 

summer 2023, Slovenian Railways plan to increase 

number of passengers to 20 million, which is 6 millions 

more than in 2017. 

 SLOVENIA 

Photo: Stadlerrail 

Slovenian Railways Museum 

If you haven't done so by now, you should visit the museum of 

Slovenian Railways, dating back to the 60s of the past century: 

http://www.slo-zeleznice.si/sl/skupina-slovenske-zeleznice/

predstavitev/zelezniski-muzej   

Address: 

Parmova 35, Ljubljana  
Phone: 01 29 12 641, 01 29 12 643. 
Recepcion: 01 29 12 818.  

Working Hours: from 10:00h to  18:00h  
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 RCSEE MEMBER ACTIVITIES: 

RCSEE and BSN members meeting held in Novatronic company, Novi Sad 

“Production and placement of innovative and intelligent product 

on foreign markets” was the topic of RCSEE and BSN member 

meeting who gathered in Novi Sad to learn about the products 

of a member of Railway Cluster for Southeastern Europe 

(RCSEE), Novatronic company, that exports more and more of 

its products based on modern technologies (led info display) on 

the EU markets.  

Guests from Serbia, Croatia, Slovenia, Bulgaria and Macedonia 

were first greeted by the host, Novak Krstic, Director General of 

Novatronic company. He introduced guests with the history, 

products and business activities of his company.  

Afterwards, Milan Vuckovic, on behalf of RCSEE and BSN, gree-

ted all guests, mentioning that export orientation of resident 

SMEs in the region is of great importance, as it can guarantee 

further development and reduce the negative trend of leaving 

of expert and manufacturing workers from Serbia and the regi-

on.  

Aleksandar Kravic, City secretary for roads and traffic of Novi 

Sad, greeted the guests on behalf of his institution, saying that 

this city has a reason to be proud of companies such as this, and 

should offer support in further development where possible.   

Coordinator of Railway Cluster for Southeast Europe, Dragoljub 

Rajic, presented the most important upcoming Cluster activities 

until May 2019, among which the most important are networ-

king of five railway clusters at InnoTrans fair in Berlin, October 

seminar organized by RCSEE in Slavonski Brod, large November 

event in Belgrade with numerous guests of five European rail-

way clusters and second fair of transport and railway technolo-

gies in Southeastern Europe on 8thand 9th of May 2019 in Belgra-

de, SEE Mobility 2019. Also, Dragoljub presented the activities 

concerning PERES project financed by the European Commission 

and whose main goal is networking of European companies and 

their joint exit to a large non-European market, whose selection 

is in progress.   

Guests also had an opportunity to see most important products 

of Novatronic, among them newest info boards for urban envi-

ronments based on e-paper.   

After that, all guests moved to a well-known Novi Sad restaurant 

on Danube, “Bata Pezo”, where they were addressed, on behalf 

of the City Direction for Traffic and Roads of Novi Sad, Djordje 

Basric, as well as Said Hosseini, president of Serbo-Iranian 

Chamber of Commerce.   

Afterwards, all guests had an individual opportunity to present 

themselves and their companies and institutions in order to 

make networking more successful. The event next to the beauti-

ful blue Danube was again accompanied by tamburitza band 

from Novi Sad.  
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 RCSEE ACTIVITIES 

Transport and energy as an axis of cooperation between EU and Balkans 

On April 26, 2018, international conference “Transport 

and energy – connection between Western Balkans and 

the EU” was held in Belgrade. This important conference 

was initiated by Embassy of Bulgaria in Belgrade, as a part 

of activities of Bulgarian EU presidency. 

The invitation to the conference stated that its main goal 

was to “build better and advanced business environment 

in the Western Balkans region and Europe through 

constructive exchange of opinions and ideas”. 

Conference program included two parts. In the first panel, 

the topic was transport corridors of Balkans. Second part 

was dedicated to connection of energy corridors. 

Conference was opened by His Excellency, Ambassador of 

the Republic of Bulgaria in Belgrade, Radko Vlajkov, who 

invited the participants to find most efficient solutions for 

business challenges everyone is facing through direct 

exchange of opinions. 

In her opening speech, Vice President of the Government 

of Serbia and Minister of Construction, Transport and 

Infrastructure, Zorana Mihajlović, stated that there is no 

development of the region without transport and energy 

connection between countries of the Western Balkans. 

She thanked Bulgaria and its efforts to work together with 

Serbia on establishing connections with both countries 

during its whole EU presidency. 

In addition to the number of high-ranked diplomats, 

government and ministry officials from the region, the 

second part of conference was opened by Sem Fabrizi, 

Head of the EU Delegation in Serbia, who stated that EU 

invested close to 550 million EUR in Serbia’s energy sector 

since the year 2000. 

In the first panel organizers invited Milan Vučković, as 

Director of Railway Cluster for South-East Europe. He first 

mentioned a number of activities and current projects of 

our Cluster, and later spoke about the revitalization of 

railway infrastructure in the region, which is becoming 

more and more evident during the last few years. He 

stated the high importance for the private sector of 

modernization of railway corridor Belgrade-Varna-Sofia, 

with the goal of increase of railway cargo transport and 

strengthening of Serbian, Bulgarian and regional industry. 

He added that, according to the EU experts estimated, 

Serbia and Bulgaria could increase their annual income 

from cargo transport by 350 to 400 million EUR, if this 

corridor would be modernized. 

Vučkovid ended his conference report with the remark 

that “political relationships in our region are far behind 

economic ones and the partner cooperation between 

regional businesses, who have long ago realized that 

unless they cooperate regionally and together expand to 

foreign markets will disappear in the conditions of liberal 

capitalism, where large fish always eats the smaller one”. 
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 TIME MACHINE:  

Šamac - Sarajevo railway, 240 km long, was constructed between 

April 1 and November 15, 1947. Total of 302 km of tracks were 

placed, 288 switches were built, along with 9 tunnels total length of 

2,267 meters and 17 bridges. 

According to Wikipedia, this railway was built by 211,381 laborers 

placed in 887 youth work brigades. Social status of laborers was: 

55,812 workers, 112,277 farmers, 34,613 students 

and 8,669 intellectuals. During the construction, 170 engineers, 157 

technicians and 6.000 different expert laborers were involved.   

Photo: e-kapija 

Last weld on Belgrade - Bar railway (476 km) close to Kolašin.  

Final works were performed by workers of “ZGOP” company from 

Novi Sad, November 1975.    Photo: Montenegro Railways Archive 

https://sr.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A8%D0%B0%D0%BC%D0%B0%D1%86
https://sr.wikipedia.org/wiki/%D0%A1%D0%B0%D1%80%D0%B0%D1%98%D0%B5%D0%B2%D0%BE
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